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Date: Thu, 6 Sep 2001 19:33:31 -0500 (CDT)
From: Stefan P. Carmien <carmien@express-res.com>
To: Genevieve Hudak <gen19hudak@hotmail.com>
Subject: Re: your mail

Gen -
I suddenly realized that I did it again!

I will stop this. I'm sorry I waisted your time.
I had a class till 4:45 in the engr center then
I took myself home - I'm just going to check my
appt book before I go from one place to another,
I am overloading myself with stuff - just
before I left work for the class, the connection
between our database and website went wonkers and
I was worried about what has to be done, not that
that is an excuse.

I assume that you managed to get into the NT
box in the L3D lab, from the part about the
book-marks. Did you do these logged on as yourself?
I can probably get to them, otherwise we could
put the shared book-marks in a shared folder; I'll
let you know.

The good news is that I have ordered the IPAQ and it
should be here the 18th and I got a copy of VB that
we can put on reseed and you could put it on your machine
at home if you wish.

To confirm up our next meeting (which I _WILL_ be at).
12:00 noon on next Tues. at my office.

Not that you are responsible for reminding me, but if
you are waiting more than 5 min, you might call my cel
phone 303-579-9930 or home 303-444-4830 (Hjordis always
knows what I am up to), to see what's up.

If you need something to do before then here are some ideas:

- put the prompting URLS into a reference page for the
MAPS website - like 'useful links' with a short blurb
below each link describing it.
- finish getting yourself setup so you can ssh into sigi
- check out some copies of the (the actual name might be
slightly different) journals on head injury & retardation
- solve the problem of world hunger
- look at Mark Dubin's web reference pages (you can get to
them from his web page which you should be able to get to off
of the who's who in the clever site).
- do a little write up on your prompting research - I'm looking
for a taxonomy (a structure behind the use of) of prompting,
some good examples and some useless examples (bad examples
are sometimes very useful) of prompting systems.
- redo your user interface drawings (I will put them under the
reseed keyboard)
- look thru Gerhard's website and dynasites' dynagloss listings



and find stuff about 'symmetry of ignorance' and write a very small
thing - or just tell me why & how this is important to our project.
- ditto the notions of distributed cognition, gift wrapping,
participatory design, scaffolding, and the process of seed, evolve,
reseed. (you can get to Gerhard's page thru the www.cs.colorado
faculty listings and from Gerhard's page if you go to the L3D
page, then to projects, then to dynasites (or the like) then
to dynagloss)

I realize that this is much too much for a weekend, but you could
do one or two of these and keep the rest for other times. Let me
know if you like this sort of cafeteria list of things to do.

I am particulary excited about discussing one or two of the 'L3D'
cool ideas and how they inform the MAPS project, which we could do
when we meet.

Stefan the forgetfull
*********************************************************************
Stefan Carmien
University of Colorado, Boulder
Center for LifeLong Learning and Design (L3D)
Department of Computer Science and Institute of Cognitive Science
Campus Box 430
Boulder, CO 80309-0430
Phone (303) 218-7835 E-mail: carmien@cs.colorado.edu
Fax (303) 440-0166 WWW:http://indra.net/~carmien/stefhmCS.html
----------------------------------------------------------------------

On Fri, 7 Sep 2001, Genevieve Hudak wrote:

> Stefan,
> I hung out at your office until 5 today and then I had to leave. Sorry
> we didn't get to meet. I did however spend a couple of hours before hand
> working on bookmarking many pages about prompting systems. I don't know
> if or how you can access my bookmarks on our computer in the L3D lab, but
> they are in a favorites folder called Prompting Systems. The best one is
> about the Memory Glasses. It sounds like a project that was started with
> similar goals to ours. There's also a folder called Handheld that has a
> couple of links to pages about the IPAQ. Let me know if you have
> problems looking at my links. I don't know how that works between users.
> Gen
>
>
________________________________________________________________________________
> Get your FREE download of MSN Explorer at http://explorer.msn.com
>
>


